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Dark UniverseWelcome to Physics of the Dark UniverseWelcome to Physics of the Dark Universe, a new platform of communication for Research in Astro-
particle Physics and Cosmology, that centers on the problems of Dark Matter and Dark Energy. The aim
of this new initiative is threefold:
1. Open-access and free for authors. Physics of the Dark Universe is built on a brand-new ﬁnan-
cial paradigm. It will be fully open-access, which means that all published articles will be avail-
able for electronic download free of charge. But this is not the main novelty: open-access
journals already exist and they survive thanks to a fee asked to the author upon publication.
’’Physics of the Dark Universe’’ will not charge fees for authors either. Instead, the funds needed
to support the above services will be sought in sponsorship by funding agencies and interna-
tional organizations. This will also help these organizations reach their goal of making scientiﬁc
knowledge freely available without any barriers to the scientiﬁc community and to the wider
public.
2. Innovative Layout. Physics of the Dark Universe is an on-line journal, and it fully exploits the
opportunities offered by digital technologies. We work together with the Innovation Team at
Elsevier to enhance scientiﬁc publications with a wide array of functionalities that would be
impossible in traditional scientiﬁc publishing, such as interactive plots that allow to select
and personalize the appearance and contents of an article’s ﬁgures, starting from a database
provided by authors; to compare datasets with other papers; to export data in a tabular form
and much more. Furthermore, it is possible to enrich articles with high resolution images, vid-
eos and data ﬁles, including scripts for the most common software programs and algebraic
manipulators.
3. Innovative Content. Physics of the Dark Universe aims to offer a joint platform of communication
for the theoretical and experimental communities, through the publication of scientiﬁc
documents that are essential for the community but that are hardly published in an open form,
nor peer-reviewed with the same quality standards as regular articles, like proposals
for new experiments, software development, numerical simulations data and software for data
analysis.
For the ﬁrst issue of Physics of the Dark Universe we have invited a number of leading scientists in
the ﬁelds of Astroparticle Physics and Cosmology to provide a state-of-the-art assessment of their ﬁeld
of research and of recent, exciting developments. Instead of a regular review article describing what
has been done in the past, we asked them to look at the next decade, and to discuss which results
iv Editorial / Dark Universe 1 (2012) iii–ivcan be achieved, which experiments can be built, and what in general we can hope to achieve in this
time frame.
The articles of this ﬁrst Issue provide, in our opinion, a compelling overview of the extraordinary
theoretical and experimental effort towards the identiﬁcation of Dark Matter and Energy, and of the
plans laid out for the next decade.
We hope you enjoy this ﬁrst issue and we look forward to having you as an author or a reader of
Physics of the Dark Universe.
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